How far along on the digital identity transition journey are you?

Use this framework to guide your thinking around the seven key transition areas associated with creating a fit for purpose digital identity system. Assess where you see yourself, your competitors and the marketplace disruptors across these five stages.

What do you need to do to be prepared now and in the future?

- **Business model**: Digital identity is recognized by C-level as core part of our data-driven business model.
- **Customer**: Customers favor us over competition because of their seamless, secure digital experience with us.
- **Talent**: We have all the people, knowledge and skills needed to reach our desired state for digital identities.
- **Regulatory**: Compliance reporting is (largely) automated as a direct result of how we are governed and organized.
- **Execution**: We execute our digital identity strategy and go beyond mere fire-fighting.
- **Processes**: Our processes are seamlessly integrated with the business and their objectives ensuring great user experience.
- **Technology**: We address our legacy systems and introduce improvements and automation.

*In the case of government body, business model should be considered as 'organizational model' and customer as 'citizen'*

Plot all 3 buttons in one of the five stages against the seven transition areas, outlined on the left. This will help you to assess your transition journey against competitors and disruptors.

Want to talk further about your transition journey? Contact us